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HATONN

TODAY. APRIL 4. 1991
Good morning, Hatonn present to further confuse your
day, Dharma.
However, we
gave her, yesterday, her annual op ortunity to complain
and if sRe used it not for that
purpose, we have 12 months
to get awa
with overload.
Bless you w Ko have written to
her for it makes MY job far
easier as she then understands
that the box she is in has windows. As to “Suzy Q”, the
suit you sent is beautifully
done and fits perfectly--she
will not, however, wear it as
she is trying to extricate the
; $que
“picture” from the
K
She claims it is too
beau&l
for anyone “just to
wear” and will fi ure some
way in which to a ang it on
the wall for all to share. The
hours that go into such loving
work are precious indeed-just as are the pictures from
the oung “space cadets” who
sen cr me their perceptions in
the form of drawings.
I treasure them as I treasure my
children
fortunate
to find
placement in a home with
parents who will allow them
growth into their appointed
(and accepted) missions. The
children coming forth into
enlightened
families
are
blessed indeed and there is no
greater service an adult can
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give unto God than to allow
those special children freedom of truth and growth.
Do not expect perfection as
YOU believe they should be,
for they are restless
and
bound into tiny bodies which
are restricting
and just the
“waiting for growth” is about
all they can put up with. Effort at patience, alloy them
“contact’ and we will help
you in keeping their path a bit
cleared and give unto them
the support to be patient in
their growth and into their
tasks. Please do not underestimate
our
ca abilities
if
asked and/or “aPlowed” participation and we never like to
override a arent’s input--but
are allowe B to do so if the
parent teaches things a ainst
the Truth and Laws o B God
and Creation.
Often the
lessons are so much more
difficult in that sense as they
must then be experienced and
that
often
brings
great
problems.
Blessed indeed is
the parent who respects and
honors the child for, in turn,
the child can openly respect
and revere the parent.
Ah,
but I am off on a side tri
wherein my own heart dwel Ps
and I must be iven into the
things of other tgecus.
Please know that we are most
grateful for your communications no matter how large or
.
1
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small for there is not time too
great to be taken in the reading of lovin communion, or
even that w f ich criticizes for
it gives opportunity to confront all possibilities and correct that which may need attention--ours is only intent to
serve without tainting of any
“opinion”
human
bY
“druthers”.
Short of God,
nothing is of total perfection-only the striving thereto.
Ah, you ask for more on income tax while postponing
gun-control for another writing since
ou come upon
deadlines.
i;J hat do I immediately suggest? Well, I cannot put it in exactly that format--we are not attorneys or
accountants and do not practice as such; however,
it
would certainly seem that to
sim ly not send in the form
wit K our signature affixed
might i e a good idea on short
notice--or, sim ly get an extension for fi Ping until you
can become better informed
and make decisions as to action.
If you have already
filed
your paperwork
according
to the illegal reuirements pushed upon you-2md out whit can be done to
recover and act properly and
with wisdom or get prepared
to act in the future--with even
more wisdom. If you manage
to allow your Constitution to
fall (as is very, very possible
#2

at present) it is all a moot issue for the man with the gun
gets the gold one way or another and “lawful”
means
nothing--they can make every
action by the olice and overnment “lega P” by rule o f the
gun.
SLOW

POISON AND
IRS

America didn’t realize several
things about the IRS--that
they are a private co oration
simply funded by tT e overnment by contract TO % NFORCE
TAX
COLLECTIONS and they are allowed
to let into le al operations actions
whit fl
are
Constitutionally unluw 2. I have
written at great Pength on this
subject in the Journal YOU
CAN SLAY THE DRAGON,
I believe--I must ask someone
to please check this for it gets
hard to keep track now that
our out ut is so great. (He is
correct. P
It is important
enough to repeat for you ones
who are truly interested in
cutting
off some
of the
“blood“ “food” to the unlawful thieves in this game.
The only way to change the
“beast” is to stop feeding him
that which he must have to
survive--your support through
mindless actions.
If ou cut
off the endless flow o YMoney
to the Congress--I
promise
ou that you will clean out
6v ashington, D.C. in no more
than three pay- eriods. If the
tree stops fee Bing the parasitic leech vines then the
leeches die.
If the flow of
“sap” is not stopped then the
parasitic growths multiply and
multiply and kill the tree. In

this case, the parasites are
killin the entire nation and
It appears that
popu face.
welfare SAVES--no, it destroys both the recipient and
certainly the one from which
the funding is seized by the

gun.
“Charity” is an altogether different subject so we
will not go into it herein.
Americans have been far, far
too gentle with the INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE,
whose
authority/JURISDICTION b Law is restricted to
tiny fe 2 era1 areas and those
people who have volunteered,
most often by trickery.
I
wrote pa es and pages on the
sub’ect oB volunteenng to file
an cl pay funds to the federal
government
of, not the Republic,
but the legislative
dupers.
Chances are indeed
overwhelmingly
large
that
you are such a volunteer, and
your STATUS is that of a
secondary
le islative “statutory” or “U. f . citizen” under
the fraudulently-ratified
14th
‘amendment’.
With easy, but
powerful, American Law in
an honest court (and there are
few left) you can do something
about
the situation.
You see, you ARE as FREE
as when ou were born in one
of your 1!ifty States-- ou have
simply not continue J to realize it through the morass of
propaganda
and disinformation causing you to function
“as if” it were Constitutional
that you do certain things--no,
once you develop the proper
background for action and get
knowled eable--you
can
throw of f the parasites.
You-the-people
shout to the
world that you will not deal
with criminals and yet
ou
do--over and over every (Yay.
A nation cannot survive with
such
arasites feasting upon
You must
our Pife blood.
rearn how to counter the attacks and stop the asinine
Which is
blood sucking.
absolutely necessary for the
ver survival of your Nation
an CTyour posterity.
You will
learn to call the criminals,
criminals. without
softening
I
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the wording.
In this case
with income taxes you can
make the mis-taught
“IRS”
bullies back off or themselves
end up in dee yogurt. Those
redators wi K remain totally
P‘out of control” r as
the
Congress says, until theyw;;
squarely
challenged
American
Law under
the
Constitution,
and
this
is
amazin ly easy to do.
But
will it %e successful?
It depends on whether or not YOU
do it properly.
Can it work? Of course, every time when it’s done correctly, even in cases where
Citizens have been conned
into the criminals’ so-called
“U.S. Tax Court”, which by
Law is not America’s and it is
not a Court.
Modern law
schools teach little if any of
the true laws, or of great
American
Law, as lawyers
will readily admit. So this is
a DO IT YOURSELF project, without the attorney fees
(which also makes it frowned
upon b the attorney clubs).
Remem t er,
too,
that the
American Bar Association is
active,
working
now
an
member of the Khazar Elite
New World Order.
FEDERAL

AREAS

Constitution ? FOR
requires a very
restricted
National
Government, but another portion allows “exclusive Legislation”
owers without Limit FOR
!i HE FEDERAL AREAS.
So citizens must learn to see
“WASHINGthe reignin
TON DC- c!LUB”
and its
IRS-CEG (Criminal Element
in Govern’ment) shrivel back
to their
LAWFUL
SIZE.
How do you require
that
You cut
something shrink?
off its water and fuel. Youseverely
the-people
can
mummify the bloated federal
The

AMERICA

#2

government’ s over-funding,
using and never abusing your
American Law.
Then and
onlv then. dear ones. will it
lea&r to live within ITS OWN
LIMITS.
BORN

dence, you bit on the bait as
if it were mandatory that ou
pay the income tax in the f irst
place.
SAVE
C-

YOUR

FREE

The
Constitution
provides
methods of balancin
budgets
(which rules are T 8 TALLY
IGNORED BY CONGRESS),
iving back State sovereignty.
!i his is why everything
is
hidden from g;u-;
that you
blindly
the
bureaucratic
rules enforced
ington has more than ud- by a mafia-type hit s uad
equate means to LAWFULLY
which you also pay for. %his
fund the tasks assigned to it is why there is a push for a
b You-the-people, but not
Constitutional
Convention--in
tKe incentive to sam ly do it
order
to
COMPLETELY
through obe ing 1 men-can REWRITE YOUR CONSTZLaw. Why si ould it? It can
TUTZON TO COVER ALL
easily steal from you by
THE LAWS THEY HAVE
fraud and trickery and force
SECRETLY
WRITTEN ZNwhich you allow in ever-inTO EXISTENCE--AGAINST
creasing seve fity .
YOU-THE-PEOPLE!
They
even lie to ry~u about what
You, as a “good” citize;oannof our income taxes
alwa s ready
?HEY Go ONLY T% Z&
to
“auti ority ‘, probably volun“CREDIT” AGAINST THE
teered for a Social Security
DEBT.
YOU HAVE NO
number when asked, nnd SYSTEM OF CURRENCY-filed your IRS forms re u- YOU HAVE A FEDERAL
larly. But there was a IfidRESERVE NOTE SYSTEM
den reason why no one said
“CREDIT”--ALSO
A
OF
“PRIVATE”
that these moves automatiENTERPRISE
cally switched your “natural WHICH YOU-THE-PEOPLE
born-free
Citizen ” status
FUND
WHILE
THEY
downward to “statutorv’“. To
STEAL
FROM
YOU,
fool you into thinking you
THEREBY
“GETTINGwere getting “breaks” instead
YOU” FROM EVERY DIof mesmerization,
the federal
RECTION AND MANNER
and State agents, for instance,
KNOWN TO MAN.
in 1967 brought double-audits
by federal and State a ents-I must give warning that time
dou %le-rewho authorized
to set this to right is upon
funds. 1979’s Congress proyou.
If things continue as
moted its “Invest in America”
they are--you are doomed.
TAX SHELTERS,
so you
Even the war must be continpooled savings and
ut a
ued ad nauseam with heinous
whopping number of Pederal
actions by your nation and
reserve notes into alternative
administration--to
INSURE
adding more
uite
ABILITY
TO CONTINUE
energy,
modestly in mining and 01
9 by
“EMERGENCY”
REGULA1982 and, with long-term
TIONS AND FORCE UPON
ideas of financial
indepenYOU.
.
.
The first thing you have to do
1s recognize and regain your
Born-Free citizenship status,
and then RETAIN it for the
Common Good.
As a side
benefit
ou can then ELIMINATE gederal Income Tax
and Withholdings.
Wash-
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Dear ones, it is NOW time
for all you LOYAL CZTZZENS to move into UNZTY-on the offensive, with
nificent American
Freedom and Truth.
accomplished, no
criminals imprison your People who stand firmly with
God- iven “UNAL.ZENpLE
RZGB TS”
y?v~dsl&
“SWITCHED
LENTLY” for “civil” nonsense. Zf you take action and
refuse to longer allow this
fraud, then You-the-peo le
may well have anot Rer
chance to live with LAWFUL
GOVERNMENT IN A FREE
AMERICA. If not--you are
headed
directly
into
the
prison of slavery which is already your mode of operation.
What should you do? Get informed.
I cannot urge you
strongly enough to get protection--get the Journals, PRIVACY IN THE FISHBOWL
and YOU CAN SLAY THE
DRAGON.
I also urge you
to get material which can be
copied word-for-word
as we
showed you in the recent Express--but you need more-please get and, if necessa ,
share--N. A.
Scott’s
boo7 .
FREE AT LAST - FROM
THE IRS. (Orderin info. alreadv made availab f e.)
We
give
’
can d only
formation--we
2 GN!%
force ou to utilize any of it.
I wou 2’
d note, however, that if
ou do not take a stand soon-h ‘ss your freedom and your
“One nation under God, mdivisible, with liberty and justice of ALL”--Goodbye
forever.
The* noose is securely
tied about your necks and the
lever to the trap door under
our feet is in movement-i’rothers, you are right at the
“end of your rope ’! (Pun
with serious intent fully intended .)
#2

DEMOCRACY
REPUBLIC

VS

Benjamin
Franklin
said to
You-the- eople “You have a

REPUB&C if you can keep
it. ” You di)d not keep it so,
and
today,
throu h fraud
theft, today’s Hawyers sa that
you ifre “A DEMOCR&Y”
meamng
other
than
none

mob-ruye,
INCLUDING
THE PRESIDENT
AND
VICE PRESIDENT AND
THEIR ADVISERS.
Just yesterday I received a
letter from a precious friend
who
stated
‘I.. . they
that
would like to do more for
our project but we are even
Kaving to borrow money to
STOP IT
pay our taxes”!
AND STOP IT--NOW!
It
has nothing to do with helping or not helping our projects--but I promise you better
and more reward from serving God than serving George
Bush and Henry Kissinger
and contributing - to the &slavement of the nations of
your world. If you must borrow money for something-borrow it to get the information outlaid for you here,
keep the funds you would use
for taxes and demand that you
move back into freedom. Get
the manual and DIGEST it.
Follow the ste by step “howto” and DO I _F. Then if terror grips too hard--get a loan
of less than a thousand dollars
and get a Nevada Corporation
and get everything except social security
ayments, etc.,
OUT OF B OUR
NAME
AND INTO YOUR CORPORATION--WHO
IS A SEPARATE INDIVIDUAL
ONLY “CONTROLLED”
BY
YOU--AND
MOREOVER-THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT DOES-NIT
KNOW
YOU OWN IT. STOP BEING
INTIMIDATED
BY
THE THUGS WHO GIVE

YOU FALSE
INFORMATION AND START USING
THE GUIDES SET UP TO
SAVE
YOUR
ASS-ETS.
UNLESS
YOU GO OFFSHORE, WHICH IS FOR
BIGGER “HIGH-ROLLERS”
FOR THE MOST PART,
NEVADA
IS THE ONLY
REMAINING
STATE
IN
THE NATION WHICH ALLOWS
PRIVACY
AND
ONE-OPERATOR
CORPORATIONS. WE CAN EVEN
HELP YOU SET YOURS
UP WITHOUT HAVING TO
SHOW ON THE RECORDS
AS OFFICER-DIRECTORS
AND STILL MANAGE THE
ENTIRE
OPERATION
AS
ONE
PERSON
TOTAL
DON’T
BE
CONTROL.
FOOLISH--UTILIZE
THE
LAWS AND BREAKS THE
HOODLUMS
MAKE
LEGAL FOR THEMSELVES.
USE INTEGRITY AND INTELLIGENCE
AND YOU,
TOO, CAN-WIN-WIN.
The
important issue, however, is
to regain control
of your
Government--thus,
your nation and your freedom.

Just as followin the Laws of
God and The cgreation is the
uppermost issue with spiritual aspect of self--so is
gaining and holding your
freedom and “Repubhc” laws
your h sical nority
CAN&O!T CPOME * I%
HARMONY
AND
BALWITHIN
THE
ANCE
PHYSICAL
DIMENSION
WITHOUT FREEDOM AND
YOUR FREEDOM AS A
WORLD IS ALL BUT
GONE!
CHURCHES
I, further, see no reason to
incorporate a church at all-unless, of course, ou want to
do so as a Neva cla Corporation for privacy
purposes.
But I want to. present some4
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thin to you.
Natural Born
F Rlf E Citizens’ Churches do
not NEED incorporation
if
you adhere to the Constitutional laws of the Republic.
This, despite what mistau ht
lawyers have counseled--a a er
~(J$!$~
y{iy
!$I mi$
poo-poo Hatonn’s information
and scare you all to inaction
if possible--as
will the accountants.
Will some good
and daring lawyers and accountants please step forward
and identify yourselves
and
we will give you more busi-

and propagandized
the phony
grandeur of this entrapment,
when a simple inexpensive
AMERICAN
COMMON
other
LAW TRUST., amon
avenues of action, cou iid have
kept both the members and
their
churches
respective
“Free” without government
dictates and there are cited
cases to prove the
~~~urC~“as
Nevada

with lit:ter”visiting”
f places
~t~2ps\
In
fact,
if
you are
t
State Into orated an where
other than ;prevada an (Y/or the
Panamanian outer-limits, you
might well want to consider
dis-incorporation.
You will
find all this information
of
how-to in Dr. Scott’s material.
Please take note--the
total
rice for the book is some
E43.00 to Dr. N.A. (Dot)
Scott, Ecohomist and Theoloian, 2649 Vista Way #8-137,
92054.
k- ceanside,
Calif.

HOWEVER; TAKE CAREFUL NOTE
THAT HE
WILL
ONLY RAC&~;;
FEDERAL

#2

NOTES
POSTAL
MONEY O%ERS
PRIVATE CHECKS A;g
NO CREDIT CARDS. For
information you might ‘ust
TRY area code 619:555- 1212
and tell him Hatonn of the
Phoenix
Journals/Express
sent ou. I hesitate to give
out tx at number for it is usually kept secure, but YOU
are out o time for this annual “roitbery day”. To get
the
other
Journal
tnformahon and lace orders,
the phone num Ber is on the
document--America
West
does take checks and credit
cards for you who do not
sufficiently value your privat to still have either or
bot n .
MAN LIVES
NOT BY
BREAD
ALONE--NOT
SPIRIT
ALONE--YOU
MUST USE THAT WHICH
IS PROVIDED LEST YOU
MISS THE INTENT AND
GIFTING OF GOD FOR
YOUR PATHWAY. SALU.
D,“,aus

a

.

414191
MORE

rest

please,

HATONN

CONFIRMATION

I, Hatonn, do not bring other
than information
as to obtaining help in handling this
matter in point.
We can go
on and on about the subject
but I can only urge you with
all possible intent to hasten
and get backup information so
that you do everything
in
properness.
I can assure you
that the worst that will happen
if YOU hold up sending: in
your
form
is a possible
The “best” is that
your rights and
roper actions and keep your
R nds for your own deciding

as to how and who will receive benefit of them.
I have a second book to suggest you obtain if you find not
enough support emotional1
from that which I have a?ready shared with you in
prior writings and herein.
It
is called IRS HUMBUG, IRS
WEAPONS OF ENSLAVEMENT, by Frank Kowalik.
This is published by Universalistic
Publishers,
P.O.
Box 70486, Oakland Park,
Florida
33307-0486
and is
listed as : ISBN O-9626552-01 at $29.95 (on book cover).

I WILL LEAVE THE MATTER OF MAKING AV’LABLE THESE PUBLICATIONS, THROUGH AMERICA
WEST,
IN
THE
HANDS
OF AMERICA
WEST. I SUGGEST THAT
YOU MIGHT CONTACT
A. W. FIRST FOR EASE OF
ORDERING:
PERHAPS
G.G. CAN ADD A NOTATION TO THE END OF
THIS DOCUMENT AS REGARDS
AVAILABILIT??
PLE%:
REMEMBER,
READERS,
IT IS EXPENSIVE FOR A
DISTRIBUTOR
TO OBTAlN
DISTRIBUTION
RIGHTS AND, SO FAR,
AMERICA WEST HAS MET
EVERY RE UEST MADE
OF THEM, %
T; ME.cjuG
ABOUT
BANKRUPTCY, I FEAR,
SO WE MUST NOT SLAY
OUR GOLDEN EGG LAYIF HOWING GOOSE.
EVER, ENOUGH WISH TO
OBTAIN THE BOOK THEN
HE MAY MAKE THE EFFORT TO GAIN DISTRIBUTION RIGHTS.
Oberli, I ask that you obtain
these two books in oint for
my reference for Jo Kn needs
his own copies which he has
generously shared
for our or.
5
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dering use.
There are two terms which
need to be identified herein
before we discuss this book in
point:
Humbu
(as in bahhumbu 5 n.: 1. something i esigned to deceive and mislead
2.
an attitude or spirit of
pretense and deception.
Humbug
:
DECEIVE, HO&
vi: to
engage in a hoax or
deception.
Kickback n: (as used
herein); a return of a
part of a sum received
often because of confidential agreement OR
COERCION.
PREFACE

AND
NS 01;
INTRODUCTION
I honor this author and ask
that we re rint the preface of
the book Por it is very well
done.
QUOTE:
The liberty of a circus elehant is restrained to a con%ned area b a chain that
binds him. T z ough this chain
is but a thread compared to
his massive bulk it provides
control because the elephant
falsely believes the chain cannot be broken. This false belief is ingrained into the elephant’s mind by the trainers
at infancy by chaining the elephant to a stake when the
chain was ,strong enough to
bind him. Once this hoax is
established
it is all that is
needed to control the adult
elephant to act the way the
trainer wants it to act. The
elephant is controlled by the
trainer’ s humbug.
#2

Likewise,
WE,
THE
PEOPLE of the United States
of America, are controlled by
the taxing authorities
humbug, particularly
the Internal
Revenue Service employees
have acted as trainers.
We
have been trained to falsely
believe that we are subject to
their humbug by their established false belief. That false
belief is that you are required
to pay federal income taxes.
This is a false belief since
when you file a “U.S. Individual Income Tax Return”
you are not paying federal income taxes, you are
ar-

ticipating in a kick Back
scheme that is either legal or
illegal dependin u on whose
property 1s invo &tf
ve .
The re uirement to make
a “return o1 income” does not
exist when the scheme is an
illegal kickback.
The false
belief is based upon the
misunderstanding that a “U.S.
Individual
Income Tax Return” is to be delivered to the
Internal
Service
Revenue
(IRS) b April 15th of each
year. J his misunderstanding
was and continues to be enforced by stories in the newspapers, magazines, in the radio and television media, and
the movie industry.
By their
misled
cooperation
’
establishin
the false belig
they have %ecome trainers for
employees of the IRS. They
aided in bringing us to the
Federal Government emplo ees control over our life, li g erty, and propert
(which inr n doing so
cludes labor).
the unwittingly created contro Yover themselves and their
family as well.
The initial link in the
chain is the phrase return of
income is reauired bv law. If
the enforcement
of this requirement is limited to the
return of U.S. Government

income in the possession of
specific persons then the IRS
is performing a lawful function.
But, by opinions of
U.S. ‘udges in the cases before th em, this vague phrase
was extended to mean that a
“U.S. Individual Income Tax
Return” is required
to be
delivered to the IRS.
The
purpose was to impose a hoax
These o inions
#te” b%me
another Yink in
the chain that binds us to the
IRS.

sub’ect to being
kit k ed back.

returned

or

To
maintain
rsonal
airs you
control over your af p”
need to know your legal status. Reading this book will
provide you with information
needed to determine whether
you are a “transferee” under
the Internal Revenue Code or
not. With knowledge you can
have control over your personal income.
INTRODUCTION

Requiring the making and
delivery of a “U.S. Individual
Income Tax Return” is a legal
im ossibility since it becomes
a dPebt instrument upon which
collection is enforced.
This
goes to controlling your labor
a ainst your will, which is vi0Hative
of the Thirteenth
Amendment and specific laws
of our country.
IRS employees justify their false belief
control program by the label
voluntary compliance--self assessment.
But, the lawful
fact is that there is no such

condition
slave.

as

a

voluntary

This book is intending to
provide the knowledge u on
which you can break the l?edera1 Government employee’ s
chains that bind you to their
control.
You are controlled
by false belief when you believe you are a “taxpayer”
under the Internal Revenue
Code.
You are also controlled by false belief when
you believe that the IRS employees
have authority
to
control you and your income.
Their author-it extends only
to the return o f the U.S. Government income in the possession of persons who are effectively connected with it.
Only a “transferee” under the
Internal Revenue Code can
have U.S. Government
income in his possession
that
is
.
6
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IRS HUMBUG SAYS
IT ALL
Continuation

of Quotation:

The title of the book says
it all. The Federal Government agency called the InterService
F&-eafte?fI?le
has used
implementing
humbug
in
what is called “income tax ’
for generations.
Humbu is one of the very
few Englis E words that has a
singular
( as we
have alrea?yeir%‘you).
For decades many generations have been dece’ived and
misled about what is commonly known as “i dividual
income taxation. ” 3 uch deception is possible because of
vagueness of the laws in the
Internal
Code
Revenue
(hereafter I.R.Code).
As an
example, did ou know that
in all of the I. II .Code there is
no definition
of the term
“income tax”?
This makes
possible the false belief that it
means a tax on all income a
person receives when it is not
a tax at all, but a kickback
arrangement
that was first
implemented in the year 1862
between
the United States
(hereafter
Government
U.S. Government)
and
the
#2

So the
people it employs.
need to define income tax is
not re uired, but it takes
more tR an 1,000 pages to
conceal the fact that it is a
kickback arrangement.
Humbug was used to create the false belief, and humbug is used to perpetuate it.
This book reveals how and
wh
both a legal kickback
an cr an illegal kickback exist
toda
and how U.S. judges
aid 5 kderal Government employees of other branches of
government in fulfillment of
illegal conduct that result in a
form of involuntary servitude
called peonage.
Also explained is why tax evasion is
not possible when the program is a kickback.
Once the limitation
of
power placed upon our public
servants is understood by a
sufficient number of people
then WE, THE PEOPLE can
keep them within those limits.
Until then each erson MUST

EXERT THEIi OWN PERSONAL SOVEREIGNTY to
protect their life, liberty
property from abuses.

and

extensive personal study, but
the experience
of being ha_
_
___
rassed and maliciously prosecuted and imprisoned is what
really
enables
me (Frank
Kowalik)
to see how deception (humbug), not law,
controls the lives and property of people. Though I am
sure it was unintentional,
Federal Government em loyees taught me a great dea P.
The truth between these
covers (of the book) can be
the ammunition you need to
defend your life, liberty and
property against enforcement
of a false belief.
Though I
cannot promise
ou a utopia I
can share what ryhave learned
and my experience with you.
Only with truth and understanding can the fear and
frustration everyone seems to
have with regard to the IRS
and “individual income taxation” be overcome, and personal outrage eliminated.
For
peace to be ever present in
the world, we must ex erience peace on a person ap basis. May it be initiated with
the study of IRS HUMBUG.
END OF QUOTING.

Though some suggestions
of what is needed in order to
establish sovereignty over our
personal property and exercise control over our own
destiny are provided, it can
only be accomplished by understanding what is humbu
and
le al
a Bwhat
is
ministration of the faw with
regard to U.S. Government
income (the only subject and
matter concernin
the IRS).
This book provi f es information that surrendering control
over one’s personal wealth is
being done because of false
belief, the basis for IRS humbug.
The foundation
information
in this

for the
book is

I can only ask that you support these brothers who have
dared to speak out and have
undergone
harassment,
imprisonment and all manner of
efforting
to stop the information prior to reaching
You-the-people.
When
enough of you stand on the
laws of your nation, then, and
on1 then, will you move
bat ii into freedom under your
Constitution as a Republic.
I
repeat--under
the Constitution--through
sovereignt
of
the States of which YO Y are
a citizen (not the le islative
Washington D.C.-Clu %) there
is built in complete authority
for funding
of all governmental
‘services”
under
.
7
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direct governing of you-thepeople in a Republic--not
a
mob-rule by majority voting
“rulers’‘--Democracy.
That is
one set of definitions
ou had
better never forget i!or one
gives freedom and the other
slavery.
Allow us a break for lunch
and then, before moving back
to the subject of national disarming and weapons control,
I will respond as briefly as
possible to inquiries stacking
regarding
robotoids
FPease understand that I will
not jeopardize
the safety of
ones in service b
giving
other
than genera Y terminology or concept.
You, the
readers,
must
become
comfortable,
however,
with
the knowledge that this is a
pretty well-perfected technolWY * I am not deliberately
evasive about the subject; it is
that we take things out of sequence and context and then
we have myriads of scattered
fragments which often cause
iving
more concern
than
solutions to acute pro %lems
and malfunctions.
For instance, it is better to act and
stlart shutting off the fuel supto whichever
is in
KB WER OVER YOU AND
YOUR NATION than to fully
understand the details of the
beings themselves.
These
beings in charge, these days,
feed on ower, control and
the fuel r or their actions is
supplied at YOUR permission
and contribution.
I particularly
wish to share
with ou a letter which came
this i: our to my attention.
This person has gone far beond that ‘which we could
ii ope and I want to respond to
him. This man has taken all
save two of the Journals and
all of the Expresses and has
computerized
subject matter
for reference purposes.
We
#2

will reprint his letter and then
I will effort to give a little
more
intelli enf
response.
Thank you a71 for your patience.
*******NC

are -feeling isolated in their
articular area of the country.
f f you are interested in meeting others in our region who
share in the di oenix material,
write to America West ivin
us permission to networ a an %
we will connect you with others.
CONSTITUTION

COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS
THE ANTI-CHRIST
BY
ANY
NAME:
KHAZARS
11
. . ..AND THEY WERE
LIARS FROM THE
BEGINNING! ”
By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
In this book Hatonn brings us
up to the minute on world
events, but more im ortantly
he gives us the TR VE histor
of the diabolical mastermin cys
that have led the world into
all of its major problems and
roblems,
most of its minor
for their own se Pfish and
greedy aims.
We are also iven the actions
we MUST tat e if we are going to stop these well-organized grou s from putting tonether the %nal pieces of their
* WITHOUT
WORLD
Nhv
Hatonn especially stresses the
history
of
the
Khazars,
Judeans and the Jews and
how the Khazars have labeled themselves as Zionists
and Jews to deceive
our
planet and to take total conirol of it in the NAME OF
THE ANTI-CHRIST,
and
how knowing and exposing
these forces
can preserve
freedom for all of mankind.
NETWORKING
We continually receive phone
calls from those of you who

KIT

For those who want to know
how the can help save our
Constitu Pion--we
now
offering a detailed kit of ze
formation about our government *and the Constitution to
yg, 1n reserving our freehi e kit is available to
or grou s
individuals
$8 00
er kit or Por $?b
PdST {AID with RAPE OF
THE CONSTITUTION
book
included.
THE PHOENIX
Sipapu Odysse
And The Ca ;I’
led His Name
Immanue f , I Am Sananda
Space-Gate .
S iral To Economic Disaster
Fprom Here To Arma eddon
Survival Is Only TFen Feet
From Hell
The Rainbow Masters
AIDS The Last Great Plague
Satan’s Drummers
Privac In a Fishbowl
Cry ofyThe Phoenix
Crucifixion of The Phoenix
Skeletons In The Closet
R.R.P.P.”
*Rape, Ravage
Pillage and
Plunder of the Phoenix
Rape of The Constitution
You Can Sla The Dragon
The Naked dl oemx
Blood And Ashes
Firestorm In Babylon
The Mossad Connection
Creation,
The Sacred Universe
Pleiades Connection,
Return
Of The Phoenix Vol. I
Burnt Offerings and Bloodstained Sands
Shrouds Of The Seventh Seal
The Bitter Communion
Counterfeit Blessings
The Phoenix Express Vol’s I
& II ($15)
-8
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The Phoenix Express Vol’s
III & IV ($15
The Phoenix L xpress Vol’ s V
& VI ($15)
The price is $10
EXCEPT!$$G%
&&S)
10% discount on orders of 4 or more. California
residents add 6% sales tax.
Add shipping UPS $3.25 and
$1 00 each additional or U.S
Mail $2.50 for first title and
$1 .@l each additional.
Wnte for uantity Discount.
Available From America West
or your Local Distributor.

Ex ress is $20

er 13 ISS&S
(including tack issues
gsgrriod)
or $75 per 52

Send orders and Payments to:
America
West Distributors,
Tehachapi,
gf. &jcl
986
F;;redit
@LEASE

1

‘card orders Tele800
729-4131
USE ONLY FOR

Faith is more than t&rinl&rr~
sqmething is true.
is. true to
thinlung somethin
the extent that we B CT on it.
The best way to keep good
intentions is to execute them.
II&XI have tried to do someand failed,
you are
vast f y better off than if you
kttdeFed
nothmg ahd sucExperience
is a wonderful
thing. It enables you to recogmze a mistake when you
make it again.
When God created man. He
gave him two ends--one to sit
on and the other to think
with. Ever since then man’s
success or, failure has been
dependent on the one he used
most.
TRUTH
FREE

#2

WILL

SET YOU

